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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down
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who made the rule that travelers must bargain? It seems like when people are traveling to a
nation where the living wage is lower than it is in their own home country, they feel they must
haggle locals relentlessly, driving prices down to a brutal rock bottom low. I've always wondered
why there seems to be such a need to pay less than is asked for in situations like these. Is it an
exercise of principle, or a demonstration of suspicion and low overall regard? Is it merely a kind of
sport? I once had a friend whose father insisted on haggling everywhere. on vacations, yes, but
also in department stores and restaurants in his hometown. his commitment to seizing a bargain
was democratic. But for most people, come on, you know who you are. taking a trip to Mexico or
Morocco is an excuse to become hagglers par excellence. You want 250 pesos for that beautifully
hand woven table runner? Don't insult my intelligence? I'll offer 50 and not a penny more. Oh, and
how about my own private English speaking guide, thoroughly versed in local history? And with
an insider's knowledge of the very sight? I came all this way to see, I'll pay half what you're asking.
Take it or leave it. I've bargained I've tried my hand at haggling. But in situations where a few
dollars difference doesn't matter all that much to me. Talking people down from their asking price
leaves me feeling guilty or ashamed. It's not just the sense of coming off as cheap. The greater
anxiety has to do with being an American abroad, and feeling like I've stolen something from a
vendor trying to make a living in a place where tourism has altered the stakes of day to day life.
Once after successfully talking down a vendor from his asking price, I noticed the solemnity
bordering on resentment with which he packaged my items. And I heard myself talking him back
up, offering more than we'd agreed upon just to assuage my conscience. On one of my husband's
first backpacking trips abroad, he attempted to bargain for a pair of pants. When the vendor
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went Hi, my husband went low, insultingly low apparently, and the vendor chased him angrily
from the store, threatening violence if he ever dared return. We both believe there was a kind of
justice to that man's of fronted response. Today's poem, bargain by Andrea Cohen recalls a
memory of tourist travel haggling, I find myself enjoying the level matter of factness of the poem
speaker. But what cinches the deal for me is the persuasive tone of the vendor. And what he says
in the poems final lines, bargain by Andrea Cohen. We've been paid him next to nothing less than
the little he'd asked for, to lead us at dusk from the pyramids on camels into the desert, such slim
wages to take us without complaint all that way. So far, without a star. We were in the middle of
nowhere or at its edge. Friends, he asked from inside that blackness. What will you pay me to
take you back? The slow down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with the
Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and sign up
for our newsletter. And follow the slow down on Instagram and Twitter at slow down show
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